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By definition, personal injury is a legal term making reference to an injury to the body. Itâ€™s a phrase
used to refer to a kind of tort lawsuit claiming that the claimantâ€™s injury was caused by negligence of
one other person.

What sort of injuries must a person sustain to be able to qualify him as a personal injury case, and
be assisted by a personal injury lawyer?

Here are 5 kinds of accidents you ought to be aware of:

Air Accidents - although flying is probably the most secure way to travel, it still doesnâ€™t cover up the
fact that aviation accidents happen. And as weâ€™ve seen on TV shows, they're rarely small and
involve quite a few deaths. When something such as this occurs to you or a loved was harmed or
the accident brought on a wrongful death, you require a personal injury lawyer. Common causes of
aviation accidents may be faulty equipment, oversight on the part of the pilot, second-rate
engineering designs or parts and maintenance issues.

Animal Attack - the most frequent being dog bites. We all love our dogs, although occasionally we
overlook our duties to them - socialization and providing the correct training so they wonâ€™t go on a
biting spree. Not just dogs though, it could include cats, monkeys, camel, horses, or any living and
breathing animal that can give a person a bite. An animal bite is a distressing experience, and will
require immediate medical attention.

Industrial/Work related injury - what kind of personal injuries are you able to acquire at work?
Employees who work at construction sites are supplied safety wear to guard them and enable them
to finish their jobs, these include hard hats, goggles, dust masks. However, accidents can easily still
occur especially brought on by carelessness of another staff member. If you are assaulted at work,
you fall from height at work despite safety precautions, get harmed simply because of scaffoldings,
get mental problems as a result of stress at work or maybe you developed a disease due to
exposure to asbestos or chemical substances utilized at work.

Motorbike/Car/Auto accident - does your neck ache from the whiplash of that latest car accident?
Talk to your personal injury lawyer so you can claim compensation for your accident cost such as
restoration of your vehicle, healthcare expenses, lost wages, etc. The negligent driver must be liable
for the suffering you're experiencing, especially if theyâ€™ve been driving intoxicated or maybe you
were simply walking down the street in the crosswalk when a car hit you.

Medical malpractice - this is the most typical type of personal injury. Perhaps during an operation,
the medical doctor left medical equipment within you which have brought you severe pain and
discomfort, or a family member was put in a coma because of an excessive amount of anesthesia
while in an operation. These are just some of the real life cases that required a personal injury
lawyer.

If youâ€™ve suffered such accidents, you have every right to claim settlement for it. An individual who
has been injured can file a case, and be paid for the damages.
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